Ideas

Welcome
Home
Take a look at any room in your home
and imagine what it could be.
Organized? Of course.
Smart? Definitely.
Stylish? Impressively so.
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Your home, your needs, and your vision
are uniquely yours. Now your design
solutions can reflect who you are, too.
Share your vision with us. Then browse
through our vast portfolio of products
featuring a variety of colors, finishes,
trim, door and drawer styles, and
ingenious ways to keep every inch of
your home looking smart.
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The options are almost endless, so
start your wish list. Then let us deliver
a personalized solution that thrills you
each time you walk in the door.

About ORG Home
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Leading the Industry
Forterra®
An Exceptional Experience
Shown in Morning Mist.

Shown in Bed Rock and Fort.

Closet

Closet

Modern luxury
Turn your wardrobe into a personal style gallery
designed to keep all of your favorite items on display.
Cabinets with crown molding, spacious shoe shelves,
a lighted hutch with glass doors, and a central island
transform any room into a walk-in wardrobe with the
luxurious feeling of an upscale boutique.
Extra touches like a velvet-lined jewelry tray, extendable
valet rod for planning outfits, and a built-in hidden
hamper make your custom closet as functional as it is
beautiful.
Shown in River Rock.
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More than a wardrobe

Closet

Closet

Multiply your storage space instantly with a custom
wardrobe solution. Ideal for a bedroom or guest room,
it offers space for hanging clothes, folded items, and
extra blankets, all neatly concealed to keep the room
feeling perfectly put-together.
Built-in lighting illuminates the display area and
countertop, as well as providing a soft glow at night.
Little details like full-extension drawer glides make it
convenient to access items in every drawer.

Shown in Morning Mist.

Signature chic
Keep your closet feeling calm and serene with an elegant combination of solid and
woodgrain colors, clean lines, and stylish hardware. A built-in hutch takes center stage
while hanging rods maximize storage – even in the corners. Plan the perfect number of
shelves, drawers, and hanging rods to create your personalized closet.
Add a pull-out rack to hold accessories, an extendable valet rod to help you organize
your ensemble, and adjustable-height shoe shelves to keep your footwear on display.

Shown in Bed Rock and Fort.
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Closet

Closet

Simply elegant
This stunning walk-in closet lends subtle structure
that spotlights any wardrobe. Corner shelves, racks,
and rods keep your shirts, shoes, scarves, and purses
in perfect order. A wardrobe valet extends to show
off tomorrow’s ensemble. Rounded edges soften
the style. Built-in hutch hides or highlights your
belongings beautifully.
Shown in Arctic White.

In-house boutique
Deciding what to wear is more fun than ever.
This walk-in closet is designed to showcase each
carefully selected garment. Tall enclaves accommodate
long dresses and slacks. An island provides plenty of
room for folding, organizing, and wardrobe planning.
It’s all in the details. A mirror retracts out of sight when
not in use. Pull-out wire baskets hold linens.

Shown in Mocha.
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Closet

Closet

Bachelor pad
Streamline everyday routines while keeping your room
looking polished and neat. With its refined, industrialinspired style, this custom reach-in closet lets you
organize hanging clothes, folded items, and shoes any
way you like.
A full suite of hooks, trays and racks keep accessories
close at hand to make getting dressed each day more
efficient. Slanted shoe shelves with stylish fences display
your collection to help you choose the perfect pair for
any outfit or activity.

Shown in Blue Stone.

Room to grow
Get kids organized from wardrobe to workspace.
A lifetime of creativity starts at this simple desk fit for
homework, web-surfing, or artistic endeavors. Hooks,
baskets, and racks place prized possessions within sight
and reach.
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Shown in Arctic White.
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Craft

Closet

Craft, create and connect
Inspire your inner artist with a custom studio
designed to organize your crafting supplies and
encourage years of creative fun. A counter-height
island provides a natural gathering spot for hobbies,
school projects or gift wrapping. Digital and handmade processes come together at a computer
station. Tall dividers and hooks organize gift bags
and ribbons, while a tilt-out bin keeps paper rolls
neat, protected and close at hand.

Some colors shown not available.

Baby steps
Durable and kid-friendly, ORG Home storage solutions
grow from toddler to teen. Adjustable shelves, rods,
and cubbies offer a fun, practical alternative to chaos.
Two rods replace three as your child grows.

Shown in Arctic White.
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Pantry

Pantry

Culinary delights
Show off your culinary style with a built-in butler’s pantry that uses refined design
and sophisticated colors to elevate everyday storage into an inspiring space at the
center of your home. Open shelves frame your favorite collections of dishes and
cooking tools, while custom cabinets and drawers keep other supplies organized.
Little extras like wine and stemware racks, vertical tray dividers, and wire baskets
make the room complete.

Top shown in Arctic White and Driftwood.
Some colors shown not available.

Shown in Arctic White and Driftwood.
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Pantry

Pantry

Gourmet gallery

Shown in Arctic White.

Help your home feel elegant, efficient, and always ready
to entertain with a beautifully-designed galley pantry.
A wall is transformed into a modern grid of storage and
display space that streamlines your tasks and shows off
your style. Adjustable-height shelving makes efficient
use of space, while the symmetrical design offers a clean,
bright backdrop to anchor the space.
There’s plenty to satisfy your practical side, with vertical
dividers to hold cookie sheets and cutting boards, seethrough wire baskets for displaying produce, and deep
pull-out drawers just right for storing mixers, blenders,
or food processors. Cabinets and drawers keep smaller
items contained, maintaining a fresh, clean look that
makes the kitchen feel bright and inviting.
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Murphy Bed

Murphy Bed

Shown in Mocha.

Executive suite
Work, read, relax, or sleep in the lap of luxury with a Library Murphy Bed. An open
bookcase, 30" wide side cabinets, and a matching valance provide an elegant, built-in
library for storing books or favorite items. The sliding central bookcase parts in the
middle to reveal a queen-sized bed.
The bed swings up and down easily with a spring-balanced mechanism, and a built-in
strap holds bedding in place when the bed is stowed. A pillow storage box keeps
pillows and extra blankets nearby, and a folding headboard prevents items from falling
behind the bed. LED lighting can also be integrated into the cabinets to enhance the
room's atmosphere and draw attention to items on display.
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Murphy Bed

Murphy Bed

Shown in Ore.

Twice as nice
Combine an office and a bedroom in one single space with a Flip-up Desk Murphy Bed. When you’re ready to
sleep, just fold down the desk and pull down the cabinet to reveal a twin, full, or queen-sized bed. In the morning,
you can stow the bed, lift the desk top, and lock the legs into place to create a useful work area again.
The flip-up desk completes the transition from sleeping space to working space. Add an optional filing drawer to
organize current projects or important papers right next to the place you work.
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Murphy Bed

All tucked in

Murphy Bed

Hidden neatly behind doors, a Bi-fold Murphy Bed
transforms any space into a comfy bedroom at a
moment's notice. Doors open wide and fasten into place
with locking hinges, giving you easy access to a twin, full,
or queen-sized bed. There’s even room behind the open
doors for additional storage cabinets or shelves, helping
you make the most of every inch of available space.

Night and day
By day, it’s an office with open bookshelves, deep
cabinets, and a convenient desktop. By night, it
transforms into a Side-tilt Murphy Bed with a built-in
pillow box, then disappears just as easily when you need
to free up floor space again. Thick Forterra panels in a
contrasting finish are a fashionable and practical choice
for tops, a work surface, and visual accents.
The innovative Desk Bed can turn even small rooms into
multipurpose areas, offering a twin bed and office within
one 82" x 44" space. Its unique balancing mechanism
creates a smooth, uninterrupted transition that keeps
bedding and desktop items in place while switching
from one to the other.
Lower right shown in Bluff.
Some colors shown not available.
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Office

Office

Plug in (or unplug)
Equip your home for work, study, or screen time with a combined media and office
storage solution. Clean lines and a contemporary design unify the office and media
room, blending effortlessly into your home. A combination of open and closed
storage, a work surface, and display space bridge the transition from work to home.
Open shelves showcase photos, keepsakes, awards, or other special items. Paper,
reference materials, and other office necessities stay concealed behind doors and in
drawers to maintain a neat and orderly appearance.

Shown in Mocha with Arctic White fronts and Arctic White Forterra accents.

Flex time
Whether an entire room is devoted to your office
or a space is shared within your home, a dedicated
office organization solution makes any workspace more
productive. Custom sizing makes smart use of limited
space, and cabinets keep supplies contained behind
closed doors to maintain a polished look. Organizational
tools clip onto a slat wall surface to free up space on
your work surface while keeping frequently used items
within arm’s reach.

Top shown in Tannin with
Midnight Black work surfaces.
Bottom shown in Tannin.
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Center of activity

Office

Entertainment

Game night, movie time, music, and the home library are even more appealing with
a media center that matches your home décor. Choose wood veneer with crown
moldings for a traditional look. Select a sleek two-tone design for contemporary cool.
Or explore the possibilities of seemingly endless shelves made with Forterra.

Right top shown in Ore with
Forterra in Bistro Walnut.
Bottom shown in Cherry veneer
with custom stain.
Some colors shown not available.

ORG Home at work
In business as in life, a “one-size-fits-all” approach doesn’t always work. Put the
professional design and installation expertise of ORG Home on the job for a space
uniquely qualified to support you, your team—and your business plan and budget.

Top and lower right shown in Mocha. Bottom left in Arctic White.
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Laundry

Laundry

Function with fashion
Rich colors, thick Forterra surfaces, and doors with translucent resin panels make
the laundry room a sophisticated part of your home. An ironing board folds out for
quick touch-ups, then disappears behind a door when not in use. Pull-out bins and
baskets store supplies, and a hidden hamper keeps clothes sorted to streamline the
laundry process.
Shown in Ore with Arctic White upper cabinets and Forterra work surfaces.

Wash, dry, wow
Shape a laundry area to accommodate any size washer and dryer—and any size family.
With baskets for sorting, cupboards for supplies, and rods for hanging, this space
handles loads.

Shown in Driftwood with Arctic White Forterra work surfaces.
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Garage

Garage

Keep it clean
Closed doors conceal stored items when not in use, giving your garage a clean, tidy
appearance around the clock. Clever solutions include a reach-in recycling center,
sports lockers with Silver Track slatwall and hooks, a durable butcher block work
surface for projects, and even room for a utility sink.
One-inch thick shelves and robust construction stand up to tough conditions, while
wall-mounted cabinets keep stored items off the damp floor and allow for easy
cleaning underneath.

Shown in Driftwood with Arctic White interior.

Practically perfect
Almost endless design options make the most of every square inch in your
garage. The unique Driftwood finish, extruded aluminum handles, and matching
Silver Track slatwall add an unexpected dash of style, turning your garage
into a space just as attractive and functional as the rest of your home.
Heavy-duty hooks, bins and accessories make it simple to arrange (and
rearrange) tools any way you like for work, gardening, and hobbies.
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Garage

Garage

Showstopping style
A rich Bluff finish along with aluminum handles create an upscale atmosphere you’ll be
proud to show off. Wall-mounted cabinets come in a variety of sizes, letting you tailor
a perfect solution for supporting your hobbies and gear. Add adjustable shelves, pullout recycling bins, and full-extension drawers to keep everything looking shipshape.
The Silver Track’s baskets, shelves, hooks and racks keep frequently used items
conveniently within an arm’s reach.
Shown in Bluff with Arctic White interior.

Grown-up playroom
Part sports center, part party central, this solution makes
casual or spur-of-the-moment entertainment a snap.
Invite the neighborhood in for a friendly get-together
with ready-made glass and beverage storage, an
integrated audio system, and even a transforming tool
bench with secret media storage and display space.
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Garage

Garage

An inviting approach
Make your garage as welcoming as your home with
warm colors and cool features. We back up our
selection with solid workmanship and quality materials
like steel hardware, matching edgeband, laminate or
butcher block work surfaces, and dovetail construction
on full-extending drawers. Almost anything is
possible—even a sink to make your life easier.

Shown in Copper Blaze with Arctic White interior.

Elevated parking
Take your garage to new heights with wall-to-wall storage that
maximizes every inch of space. Hanging cabinets protect gear from
damp concrete and allow for easy cleaning underneath. Sturdy wall
accessories and drawer organizers keep tools within arm’s reach.
Extra-tall cabinets keep golf clubs in prime condition. Doors open wide for
easy access and one inch thick shelves stand up to heavy items. Picture what
you want, and we’ll personalize a storage solution to fit your needs to a tee.

Shown in Copper Blaze with Arctic White interior.
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Garage

Garage

A striking combination
Gorgeous finishes and quality hardware keep
your garage dressed to impress. Intelligent design
contains the clutter neatly inside, while durable,
heavy-duty materials and easy-to-clean surfaces
stand up to a tough garage environment.
Mix and match your choice of deep cabinets,
drawers, and adjustable shelves to hold bulky
garage gear. Extend the upscale look all the way to
the floor with a durable, easy-maintenance floor
coating system. Ask your dealer for details.

Some colors shown not available.

Sports headquarters
Rugged wall accessories keep tools and hoses
ready. A boot bench with added storage provides
a handy perch for gearing up or down.

Shown in Platinum with Arctic White interior.
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Garage

Showroom style

Garage

Transform your garage into a space every bit as upscale
as the rest of your home. This high-performance garage
solution offers ample storage, display space, and sleek
design features. Heavy-duty cabinets with full back
panels and one-inch thick, sturdy shelves serve as
primary storage for organizing home and hobby gear. A
rich Copper Blaze color, textured work surfaces, and a
coated floor provide timeless style, blending seamlessly
with your home.

Shown in Copper Blaze with Arctic White interior.

Lifestyle driven
Organize a hub for the activities you love, like this
scooter pit stop. The slatwall can be equipped with
baskets, hooks, and more to keep recreational gear at
the ready. Built-in display cases highlight treasured items.
Tall cabinets hide outdoor equipment and off-season
items, while a durable work surface stands ready for the
next project.
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Entryway

Entryway

Warm welcome
Functional, family-friendly storage prevents a pileup and puts everything in its place.
Open shelves keep shoes in order and off the floor. A boot bench with adjustable
hooks offers a place to park your jacket, purse or groceries while opening the door.

Top shown in Ore. Bottom in Bluff.

Make an entrance
Wall-to-wall storage keeps you organized coming and
going. Hang, grab, and stow shoes, sweatshirts, backpacks
and equipment you tote here or there. Intuitive hooks,
shelves, and drawers keep everyday items in order and
out of the house.
This system is divided into three tidy tiers, with cabinets
above for seasonal storage. Below the coat hooks, a
sturdy Forterra bench provides a place for pulling on or
shedding shoes. Drawers with full-extension glides keep
items hidden but easily accessible.
Shown in Driftwood with upper details and Forterra bench in Arctic White.
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Style, color, and finish selections

Style, color, and finish selections
COLORS

DOOR FRONTS (COORDINATING DRAWER FRONTS)

Arctic White
Lustre Finish

Eggshell Ivory
Lustre Finish

Bed Rock
Lustre Finish

Breakwater
Lustre Finish

Blue Stone
Lustre Finish

Midnight Black
Lustre Finish

Morning Mist
Natural Finish

Marquette
True Finish

River Rock
Natural Finish

Driftwood
Natural Finsih

Fort
Natural Finish

Mackinac
True Finish

Ore
Natural Finish
Arch/Arch Glass (Raised Panel drawer front)

Dune
Natural Finish

Bluff
Silk Finish

Northern Cherry
Lustre Finish

Tannin
Lustre Finish

Interlochen
True Finish

Bead Board

Cathedral/Cathedral Glass (Raised Panel drawer front)

Italia

Molded

Mocha
Lustre Finish

MATTE COLORS (Available for door and drawer fronts only.)

Snowdrift
Matte Finish

Sandstone
Matte Finish

Boulder
Matte Finish

FORTERRA COLORS
Eased Edge

Arctic White
Lustre Finish

Wheat
Lustre Finish

Canyon Plum
Lustre Finish

Bistro Walnut
Lustre Finish

Euro

Highland Oak
Natural Finish

ADDITIONAL COLORS (All additional cabinet colors have Arctic White interiors)

Arctic White
Lustre Finish
42

Breakwater
Lustre Finish

Copper Blaze
Lustre Finish

Bluff
Silk Finish

Platinum
Lustre Finish

Driftwood
Natural Finsih

Ore
Natural Finish

Note: Although we make every effort to ensure color accuracy in our printing process, your final product may not be an exact match to the images displayed.
See your ORG Home Dealer for a complete selection of finishes, hardware, and trim.

Raised Panel/Raised Panel Glass

Shaker/Shaker Glass
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Style, color, and finish selections

Style, color, and finish selections
RAW WOOD VENEER SPECIES

DRAWER BOXES

Maple

Standard Woodgrain

Cherry

WOOD DOOR AND DRAWER FRONTS

Arch

Scoop Front

Dover White

Grey

Pine

Fieldstone

Saddleback

Maple Butcher Block

Polished Chrome

Matte Nickel

Oil-rubbed Bronze

LEG OPTIONS

GARAGE LEG OPTIONS

Silver

Plastic (Black)

ORGwall COLORS

Note: Stains shown are samples and may vary by dealership. Glass door fronts are available.

Bead Board

Dovetail

Bright White

Cathedral

Cedar

WORK SURFACE COLORS

Euro (Wood Veneer)

Raised

Shaker
Starry Night

TRIM

METAL FINISHES

Base Trim (Wood)

Crown, Rosette and Flute (Wood)

Base Trim

Petite Crown

Note: Although we make every effort to ensure color accuracy in our printing process, your final product may not be an exact match to the images displayed.
See your ORG Home Dealer for a complete selection of finishes, hardware, and trim.
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Crown, Rosette and Flute

Powder Coated Steel

Aluminum (Matte)
45

Style, color, and finish selections

About ORG Home

DECORATIVE HARDWARE

See your ORG Home dealer for choice of knobs and handles.

Wire
Polished Chrome

Arc
Black

Extruded
Matte Aluminum

Garage
Powder Coated Nickel

Our 200,000-sq. ft. manufacturing facility in Holland, Michigan.

Modern Rectangle
Polished Chrome

Studio Bar
Polished Chrome

Good to know

Prestige Traditional
Polished Chrome

Investing in your home is a big decision—and one you can always feel good about
when you work with ORG Home.

Leading the industry
Modern Rectangle
Matte Nickel

Studio Bar
Matte Nickel

ORG Home products are made by a well-established company with over 30 years of

Prestige Traditional
Matte Nickel

experience. The ORG Home difference is visible in so many ways:
• Centralized manufacturing guarantees consistently high-quality products—
visible in details like our drawer and door fronts, color matching, and first-rate
fit and finish.

Modern Rectangle
Oil-Rubbed Bronze

Studio Bar
Oil-Rubbed Bronze

• Close attention to evolving customer needs and wants inspires our continuous
investment in new and innovative ideas.

Prestige Traditional
Oil-Rubbed Bronze

• Our advanced design, engineering, and machinery mean we can personalize
your solution to create anything—and everything—your heart desires.

First-to-market designs
Arc Rectangle
Polished Chrome

Arc Rectangle
Matte Nickel

Arc Rectangle
Oil-Rubbed Bronze

Luxe Cube
Polished Chrome

Luxe Cube
Matte Nickel

Luxe Cube
Oil-Rubbed Bronze

Forterra® engineered structured panels open a new
realm of design possibilities. Made with recycled

FORTerra

content, their unique construction:
• Creates more substance with less material, saving forest-based resources
• Delivers unprecedented strength and durability
• Allows exceptionally long, uninterrupted horizontal lines
Round
Polished Chrome

Round
Matte Nickel

Round
Oil-Rubbed Bronze

Terraced Square
Polished Chrome

Terraced Square
Matte Nickel

• Creates bold, exciting accents unlike any others in the market

Terraced Square
Oil-Rubbed Bronze

LIMITED RESIDENTIAL

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Note: Although we make every effort to ensure color accuracy in our printing process, your final product may not be an exact match to the images displayed.
See your ORG Home Dealer for a complete selection of finishes, hardware, and trim.
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An exceptional experience
From start to finish, the entire process is focused on
you. Our quality, style, and expanded choices cater to
all of your organizational and aesthetic needs.
Your local ORG Home dealer’s personal service and
installation take care of the rest.
• During an in-home consultation, an experienced
designer works with you to create a plan that
complements your lifestyle.
• Specialized ORGdesign software lets you
preview the finished space in 3D and tweak until
it’s perfect.
• Expert installers integrate your solution in an
efficient and timely way, handling each item
with care and treating your home as they would
their own.

ORG HOME PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED USING THE HIGHEST QUALITY MATERIALS
TO EXACT TOLERANCES AND INCLUDE A LIMITED LIFETIME RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY.
SEE YOUR ORG HOME DEALER FOR FULL WARRANTY DETAILS.
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ORG Home offers a complete line of personalized storage and
organization solutions for closets, garages, pantries, laundry rooms,
entryways, home offices, craft rooms, and more. ORG Home
Authorized Dealers provide design services, organization advice, and
professional installation. Although we make every effort to ensure
product availability with changing market trends, not all products
shown may be available.

Visit www.ORGHome.com for more information.
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